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Theme Retrieval for Equities 
Quantitative Approach for Equity Thematic Exposure Generation 

  

Executive Summary 

Thematic investing is embodiment of secular growth themes focused on capturing transformational 

macroeconomic, technological, and ecological trends that have tremendous capability 

to enhance portfolio outcomes. Given the underlying potential of these themes, there has been a strong 

interest from institutional and retail investors. This has led to the launch of a range of equity-linked 

products that have populated the markets and facilitated ways for investors to gain exposure to themes. 

The information available to investors for evaluating themes is vastly unstructured and accessible in 

disparate formats from a variety of sources, such as, corporate filings, news outlets, management 

investment disclosures, and so on. As data on equities continues to expand, it is becoming more 

challenging for investors to process this growing body of evidence to objectively determine company 

exposure to relevant themes. 

 

In this paper we discuss a novel approach for identifying equity thematic exposures using emerging 

technologies to augment equity thematic research. We further determine the economically significant 

connection between each company and theme exposure measured through our confidence score metric. 

Our findings indicate that quant-based techniques significantly boosts the efficiency of process for 

identification of Equity Theme Exposure over vast universes. 

 

Introduction 

In recent years, the global menu of equity thematic offerings has expanded in number and breadth like 

never before. There is an attempt to harness secular growth themes ranging from artificial intelligence 

to Generation Z. While honing exposure to themes, investors focus on accepting and understanding 

future return streams that are driven by disruptions and structural changes around technological 

innovation, consumer habits, business models, economies, markets, regulations, and societal norms, 

among other things. Thematic intensive strategies are also less constrained by geographic or 

traditionally rigid approaches of business or industry classification of companies. Also, thematic 

investing differs from factor investing. Factor investing is based on identifying proven past patterns for 

which sufficient historical data is available. The thematic investing approach is more forward-looking, 

arising from new business models, disruptive technologies, or changing consumer tastes and behaviors.  

 

Most disruptive technologies also have an S-curved adoption, and maximum value can be generated 

through early exposures to theme. There are, however, several challenges to determine thematic 

exposures for equities during the early phases. First, themes are forward-looking, and it is difficult to 

identify exposures within historical-structured financial datasets. In most cases there is no direct text 
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information available within the corporate filings. Instead, we must rely on nonfinancial datasets, such 

as news and media, which are indicative of an unquantifiable association of a company to a theme. 

Most of this data may be unstructured, and human-intensive research efforts may not be scalable. 

Second, it is difficult to identify investable themes. The outcomes of analyst-driven processes are 

composed of smaller companies that may have tighter liquidity constraints to trade, hindering 

substantial positions by institutional investors. Underlying companies may also have regional bias, 

hindering diversification goals and incorporation within existing client portfolios. Third, there may be 

divergence in theme definitions, limiting exposure to companies directly associated with activities 

supporting the theme versus in-direct activities, which act as enablers for the theme in the future. 

Fourth, there may be challenges in evaluating thematic strategies given limited data for back-testing and 

performance evaluation. An inline weighting mechanism for underlying strategies may pose a challenge 

to some investors as it may lead to bias toward size-factor exposures. Lastly, regulatory headwinds also 

prohibit adoption of themes. Lately the SEC has been wary about usage of emerging technologies, like 

text mining as a stand-alone method for assigning companies to themes. Also, there is a requirement for 

more disclosure and objectivity with usage of revenue or asset-based tests to determine how linked a 

company’s fortunes are tied to a given theme. 

 

Given the challenges, we have developed a quant methodology (TReE Model) that encompasses 

emerging technologies like natural language processing to generate thematic exposures alongside 

bringing objectivity with revenue linkages. Our methodology initiates with a theme definition that is 

composed of a set of key words that define the building blocks of the theme alongside the supporting 

pillars. Since these keywords are critical to theme development, they are validated by quant/equity 

research analysts. Next, we search for the association of these keywords within the relevant text data 

assets pertaining to companies, such as company business description, revenue activity codes, industry 

associations, and so on. Once we infer association of the key words, we next determine the exposure 

objectivity through revenue contribution of identified segments. Once the outcomes are ready, the quant 

analysts work on theme exposure validation. Analysts check that the outcomes and associated linkages 

are determined accurately by algorithm. They also check for the occurrence of identified companies 

within common fund ownership data that tracks similar theme objectives. To further account for 

information pertaining to new or emerging themes whereby only limited information is available, 

analysts look at associated news and social media mentions of the company through their respective key 

words. Then analysts check for volume of relevant news pertaining to partnerships, research and 

development efforts, patents, and capital expenditures related to the theme. The outcomes of these 

steps are confidence scores, which are either high, indicative of multiple evidence conforming to the 

theme exposure, or low scores, indicative of less evidence found to support the theme. Our methodology 

is transparent, as we can trace back the theme exposure to multiple data points as information 

contained within corporate filings, news and social media, and revenue attribution.  

 

Morningstar is in a unique position to build this methodology, given rich equity and common ownership 

data, years of rigorous intellectual property development, and adoption of emerging artificial intelligence 

and cloud technologies. The newly developed methodology helps improve the efficiency of the theme -

generation process.  

https://www.sec.gov/rules/proposed/2022/33-11067.pdf
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Data Building Blocks 

 

Below are some of the key data points used in building our methodology.  

 

Keyword Dictionary 

 

We begin by articulating the theme objective to reflect the chosen theme. This objective should include 

high-level business areas associated with the theme while outlining the key sub-ideas that comprise it. 

We first investigate a theme and capture the seed words that describe the theme. This is enabled either 

by equity and manager research analysts who have subject matter expertise in the area. Next, we 

translate and expand a thematic objective ("seed words") into a set of relevant words or phrases (“key 

words”) that are representative of the theme objective. This step is essential, as words can exists in 

multiple contexts and natural forms. Leveraging natural language-processing techniques, we expand 

seed words to key words. Word embedding is a natural language processing, or NLP, technique that 

helps us find relevant words while looking at large word corpus (such as Wikipedia) available globally. 

These keywords are then used to shortlist the stocks related to the theme of interest within our 

methodology. Exhibit 1 below describes the underlying workings of keyword-based NLP approach. 

We next try to understand unique subthemes within each theme. To do this, we execute another 

analytical technique, which is topic modeling, used for discovering the abstract "topics" that occur in a 

collection of documents. This helps us uncover hidden semantic structures (subthemes) in a text body. 

The rationale here is that themes have several exposures. As an example, luxury theme could span 

across multiple subtopics like alcohol, apparel and accessories, beauty consumer products, and so on. 

Some investors may also have interest to understand and invest in subthemes only. Some companies do 

not have mentions of keywords defining the themes but may operate in related business areas that are 

indicated by subthemes. This is indicative of a low theme exposure, which may expand to a high 

exposure in the future.  
 

 

 

 

 

  

 
Exhibit 1 Expanding Seed Words to Keywords Using Natural Language Processing Techniques 
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Data From Corporate Filings 

 

We leverage data in the business description section of the corporate filings. This is text data and 

describes the business of the company, such as company beliefs, descriptions of subsidiary business 

lines, and an overview of operating markets. Morningstar has good coverage of this data for global 

companies available in English. The section also mentions recent events, competition, regulations, and 

labor issues. This section provides a very good idea about the key operating units of business for the 

company. Emerging themes spur out of existing business units of the companies and hence units most 

related to the keywords are indicative of theme exposures. Exhibit 2 below describes the business 

description section of corporate filings for LVMH company as it relates to luxury goods theme keywords. 

 

News and Social Media Data 

 

News and social media data play a crucial role in disseminating information and influencing 

stakeholders, such as investors, and their decision-making processes (Donaldson & Preston, 1995). 

Bushee and Miller (2012) argue that firms that are less visible to investors have less chance to attract 

attention among market participants, even if they do disclose information on the firm. These findings can 

be traced back to the concept of attention-grabbing stocks (Barber & Odean, 2008) and the supposition 

that investors need to get to know about the firm before making an investment decision regarding it 

(Merton, 1987). Compared with corporate filings, this data is available in a timely fashion and especially 

relevant in detecting exposure for new themes. News data has mention of unquantifiable evidence as 

partnerships, research and development efforts, patent applications, capital expenditure spends, and so 

on. We use news data from Morningstar News API, which has sound coverage of news events for global 

companies. Exhibit 3 below describes a sample of news data headlines for companies, as well as a 

sample of available data for LVMH with exposure to the luxury goods theme. 

 

 

 
Exhibit 2 Business Description for LVMH  

 
Exhibit 3 News Headline Data for LVMH 
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Business Segment Data 

 

Morningstar equity data teams capture revenue attributed to respective business segments of the 

company. Each segment has a brief description of the operations as described by the parent company. 

Each business segment is also classified into Morningstar’s new GECS, or Global Equity Classification 

Structure, business activities. Our equity data team relies on sector specialists and a consistent 

methodology to assign each company’s primary line of business to GECS sectors. For theme exposures to 

be objective it is important to determine if identified segments meaningfully contribute to a major 

portion (50%) of the company revenue-related activities. A sample of data for LVMH company is 

described in Exhibit 4 below.  

 

Common Ownership Holdings Data 

 

Morningstar has a rich history of fund holdings and covers over 200,000 funds globally. Further, 

Morningstar has a methodology for tagging thematic funds based on intentionality of holdings. Our 

hypothesis of equity exposure to specific themes is based on the existence of equities with high 

frequency within funds exposed to specific themes. As an example, LVMH stock has a strong exposure 

to the luxury goods theme and is visible in the majority of fund holdings tagged to luxury goods theme. 

We refer to this metric as common ownership score. To arrive at common ownership score for equities, 

we aggregate the holdings of all funds aligned to a theme and then create a frequency score that is 

indicative of specific equity present across holdings of multiple funds. The higher the frequency of 

occurrence of the company, the higher the common ownership score. We will describe usage of this 

metric to reduce the false positives and false negatives as part of our methodology in later sections. The 

below exhibit describes the process for creating a common ownership score for equities pertaining to 

the luxury goods theme. 

 

 
Exhibit 4 Business Segment Revenue Data for LVMH 
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Tenets of Equity Thematic Methodology 

 

We follow a flexible methodology with an automated and efficient way of calculating thematic exposure 

for equities based on available evidence. Below are some key tenets of our model. 

Rule-Based Constituent Selection: We identify long-term investable theme exposures based on 

evidence of related keywords detected in Corporate Filings data. The constituent selection is done by an 

algorithm that avoids bias in exposure detection. With a monitored set of keyword-matching rules, we 

aim to balance the desire to include companies directly and indirectly linked to the theme. 

Alternative Datasets: Themes may be nascent, in which case it is difficult to find direct linkages in 

company financial statements. We therefore leverage alternative data assets pertaining to business 

description information from companies' filings, news and social media data, business segment names, 

industry associations assigned to those business segments, business segment revenues, and common 

ownership scores as part of our methodology. The data is result of years of Morningstar research and 

intellectual property. 

Human-in-the-Loop Review: The methodology outcomes are reviewed by a team of quant analysts. We 

have decided to take this approach because thematic classification is not always a clear-cut exercise. 

There are also data errors and hence analysts review multiple data points of identified constituents 

before confirming the allocation to the theme.  

Global Coverage: Consistent with the philosophy of thematic investing, we review a global (as opposed 

to regions or sectors) coverage universe of companies for our thematic baskets. Our starting universe is 

much larger with Morningstar Total Market Exposure Index, or TME, which alleviates concerns 

pertaining to liquidity and invisibility of themes. There is no strict minimum or maximum number of 

companies in a basket; rather each basket is built to reflect the theme's breadth.  

Scalable and Flexible: Unavailability of limited data about companies or themes can prohibit 

identification of exposure for global equity markets. Our methodology is flexible, and it relies on multiple 

 
Exhibit 5 Equity Common Ownership Score Example 
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inputs to detect a diverse range of themes exposures. The methodology is highly customizable and can 

be quickly adapted to calculate custom equity baskets for both new and existing themes. 

Leveraging Emerging Technologies: The methodology uses machine-learning techniques to build a 

dictionary of relevant words associated with the theme and can thereby quickly translate a theme 

objective into an equity basket. This helps reduce the reliance on subject matter experts for each theme 

and brings a lot of efficiency in the theme exposure detection process. 

Transparency and Model Explainability: We want to build a methodology that provides sufficient 

evidence around inclusion of equities on themes based on multiple data points, such as corporate 

filings, business segment revenue breakdown, news, and common ownership scores. We believe that 

this may be important from a regulatory standpoint and can provide comfort to clients around inclusion 

and exclusion of specific equities. 

Theme Governance: On an annual basis we monitor the constituents of the universe to determine if any 

new companies have exposures to the theme. We also monitor the seed words and key words that are 

representative of the underlying theme for any changes. These companies are reviewed by analysts to 

ensure that only relevant companies are added to the basket. Companies that have existing exposures 

detected would continue to stay in the basket for three years or until the quant analysts determine major 

changes to exposures of the underlying companies based on supporting evidence.  

 

Methodology Overview 

 

We now move to describing the key building blocks of our Thematic Equity Exposure identification methodology. 

Exhibit 6 below describes the high-level approach and steps that enable the identification of equity exposures. 
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Step 1: Our methodology first describes a theme in terms of seed words. These seed words are curated in 

collaboration with equity research and manager research analysts. As described earlier, we then expand these seed 

words into a larger set of keywords using NLP techniques, the description of which was provided in earlier sections. 

Next, we identify sub-themes, which are building blocks of the theme. This is accomplished using topic modeling. 

The below exhibit describes the seed words and key words for luxury theme. While theme keywords essentially 

describe the theme, the key word for sub-themes helps us identify the supporting pillars for the main theme. As an 

example, for the Metaverse theme to pollinate, we need gaming companies that help in creation of virtual spaces. 

We also need companies that are actively involved in the creation of augmented reality and virtual reality devices 

that help create an immersive experience to interact with virtual spaces. The relevant keywords are reviewed at an 

annual level by the analysts. Exhibit 7 below describes the supported keywords for the luxury goods theme.  

  

 
 

 
Exhibit 6 Constituent Selection Process Overview 

 
Exhibit 7 Keywords Describing Luxury Goods Space and Associated Keywords for Sub-themes  
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Step 2: Universe Selection 
 

We next select the appropriate universe to be used in our analysis. In our case, use the Morningstar TME Index, 

which is the widest available equity universe capturing 97% of market cap across global markets. This ensures that 

the underlying constituents are investable and carry enough liquidity for institutional investor use cases. Usage of a 

large universe also enables efficient portfolio diversification. We, however, have the capability to determine theme 

exposure for regional markets based on local Morningstar indexes or other custom indexes. 
 
 
Step 3: Relevant Industry Groups Matching 
 

We conduct a keyword and contextual match to detect relevant Morningstar GECS Industry Groups related to the 

theme based on associated keywords and text description. Our hypothesis is that themes are tilted toward specific 

business activities pertaining to GECS Industry Groups. This also controls for false positives as we would like to limit 

our search to companies tied to specific GECS Industry Groups. Exhibit 8 lists the associated GECS Industry Group for 

the luxury goods theme.  

 
 
 
Step 4: Constituent Selection Through Keyword Matching 
 

We next move to searching the relevant keywords information within data assets of universe constituents, such as 

corporate filings and business segment revenue text. While conducting the syntactic search, we also like to 

maintain objectivity, so we match the associated revenue impacted by identified theme exposures. Exhibit 9 

describes the keyword search exercise conducted for a sample company LVMH. 

 

 
Exhibit 8 GECS Industry Group Mapping for Luxury Goods Theme 

 
Exhibit 9 Keyword-Based Search for LVMH in Luxury Theme 
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In order to determine objective theme exposures, we follow the next two steps.  

 

Direct Linkage via business segments: Company-identified business segment description and segment names are 

compared against the set of theme-related words and phrases. Companies from the universe, which include at least 

one relevant word in their business segment names or segment descriptions, are included in the eligible universe. 

For exposure via this route, the entire identified segment relevant to the theme is selected.  

 

Alternative linkage via a company's business summary description: There are cases where we do not have a direct 

match of keywords in a company's business segment. The company’s summary business description is analyzed in 

such cases using the set of relevant words. Companies from the universe, which include at least one distinct 

relevant word in their summary description data, are then included in the eligible universe. If the chosen company 

has any business segments with GECS business activity codes linked to identified GECS sectors determined in Step 

2, then that revenue line is also considered linked to the theme. As this is not a direct linkage, we adjust for the 

uncertainty in this linkage through application of a discount factor to such companies. This discount factor can vary 

from 50% to 70% based on whether the theme is established, like luxury goods or an emerging theme like 

metaverse.  

 

The revenue from matched segments is then aggregated to arrive at a cut-off score that helps us determine whether 

the theme has an objective exposure. In our case, we apply a threshold of 50% (aggregated revenue) to use for 

inclusion of the constituents in our theme.  

 

Confidence Score Allocation  

 

Once we have a constituent list of objective companies, we then apply analyst intervention to ensure that we could 

control for false positives and false negatives. Here, analysts look for multiple data points such as news and social 

media data (keyword match and number of news articles), weighted keywords (frequency of occurrence of 

keywords), and funds common ownership score as described below. This can be likened to a voting mechanism 

whereby theme exposure evidence can be detected across all multiple datasets. Accordingly, analysts allocate 

either 2(High) or 1(Low) Confidence to the constituents based on logic demonstrated in Exhibit 10.  

 

Further analyst intervention also acts like a feedback loop in the methodology by revising the methodology to 

account for some missing companies that have high common ownership score. This could be the result of missing 

seed words or a higher discount factor application. Accordingly, the seed word and the discount factor would then 

be revised. The analyst review also serves as a feedback loop to the methodology in case insufficient constituents 

 
Exhibit 10 Confidence Score Logic 
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are detected, and in case there is a new theme that is found. Finally, analysts also check the theme exposures for 

sub-themes, following a similar methodology discussed above. The result is a condensed sample set of companies 

that have high exposures to the theme, as seen below in Exhibit 11. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Evaluation of Theme Basket Outcomes 
 
 
Consensus Checks for our Thematic Basket 

We try to evaluate our theme basket against available structured products. Here, it is preferred that a higher 

percentage of holdings match across similar thematic products. We refer to this match as a consensus score. The 

below exhibit describes the consensus score for a luxury goods basket against other available funds. As can be 

seen, the consensus theme across the board is varied. The key reason is that structured products have been built on 

varied universes and theme definitions. In the case of our basket, we aim for a high consensus when compared with 

other thematic products.  

 
Exhibit 11 Top Constituent List of Companies in Luxury Goods Theme basket 
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Regional Diversification 
 

We also wish to ensure that our baskets are geographically diversified. In order to do this, we would need to have 

good representation of holdings across major regions. Exhibit 13 details that our basket has constituents across 

major regions when measured against the base universe.  

 

 
Exhibit 12 Consensus of Thematic Basket vs. Funds 
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Factor Exposure of Underlying Theme 
 

We also measure the performance attribution of our theme baskets. This is helpful from a performance attribution 

and risk management perspective. We leverage outcomes from Morningstar Industry Standard Risk Model, which 

allows us to measure the exposure of the theme basket compared with the benchmarks. This enables users to 

understand the source of returns and risks for our theme baskets versus the global universe. Exhibit 14 describes the 

risk factor exposure for the luxury goods basket. As is evident, our theme has higher exposure to growth factor and 

is composed of smaller companies. The liquidity factor also looks good, indicating that the basket is investable.  

 

 
 
Theme Basket Performance Back-Testing 
 

Finally, we also compare the back-testing metrics for the theme versus benchmark in a visual below based on a 

yearly rebalance schedule, using an equal-weighting mechanism.  

 
Exhibit 13 Regional Diversification of Thematic Basket vs. Benchmark  

 

 
Exhibit 14 Risk Model Factor Exposure Theme Basket vs Benchmark 
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Exhibit 15 Back-Testing Performance of Theme vs. Benchmark 
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Conclusion 

Thematic investing is an investment approach that has become increasingly popular with both 

institutional and retail investors, tapping into structured growth themes of the future that are 

representative of business models, disruptive technologies, or changing consumer tastes and behaviors.  

 

In this paper, we first reviewed the concept of thematic investing. We leveraged Natural Language 

Processing techniques in order to detect exposure of companies to a secular growth theme. We first 

built a seed word dictionary dataset that captures the thoughts, products, and services associated with 

the theme objective. We next expanded these seed words using machine-learning techniques into a 

wider set of in a keyword dictionary that is representative of the theme. We next assigned objectivity of 

these associations based on either direct financial linkage to business segments' revenue activity codes 

or alternatively linking through mentions in the business description text of the company. Further, the 

outcomes are reviewed by analysts whereby they looked at multiple data points as news (volume, theme 

associations as it relates to partnerships, mergers and acquisitions, capital expenditures, patents) and 

common ownership scores to allocate confidence levels to the theme exposures for companies.  

 

The application of the methodology brings a lot of efficiency in our theme-generation process. While the 

methodology is flexible and can be applied across multiple themes, there may be themes that may need 

special treatment and therefore the way the exposures are determined would be different for specific 

companies. As an example, we would need to tweak the methodology for determining exposure to 

sustainable themes like water or clean ocean by applying sustainability filters on the outcomes of our 

model. We would also work toward aggregating the theme exposures to fund levels to determine 

thematic purity scores of the funds. These are subjects that we intend to research and publish papers on 

in the future. 
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